
Biden must know he’s losing his mind

Description

Staying in office is clearly more important than doing the right thing and
resigning.

 

I normally feel great sympathy for any person battling the terrible disease of dementia. However, in the
case of President Biden, who the whole world knows is battling this affliction, the sentiment I feel is
closer to disgust.

The reason my normal empathy is lacking is that President Biden himself must know he has this
condition … and he won’t acknowledge this and do what’s best for the country and resign.

Not only does Present Biden know this so too does his wife and children. So too does every person
who works in the White House. Indeed, it now must be a 24-hour operation for White House aides to
write the teleprompter scripts and stage directions they must produce for President Biden.

The best (dark) comedy bit proving my conjecture occurred when White House aides dressed up a
volunteer as the Easter Bunny and said Easter Bunny performed his assigned task of keeping our
president away from reporters and Easter egg hunters.

What motivated me to write this column is the cringe-inducing moment that happened yesterday when
President Biden (going off script) asked if a deceased Congress person was in the room.

We’ve all known people who are obviously losing their mental sharpness. I know several friends who
are struggling with this condition right now. (In fact, I wonder if this “brain fog,” at least in some people,
might be an adverse reaction to the Covid “vaccines.”)

Regardless of the cause, most people going through this struggle actually admit this, either to
themselves or others. When people start to suffer from this condition, they have plenty of moments
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where their brain functions as well as always. I’ve had people (all retired by the way) confide in me,
“Bill, I’m losing my mind.”

So I have no doubt President Biden knows what’s happening to him.

My main point is that any person with an iota of genuine character would acknowledge what is
occurring to him, and for the good of the country he’s supposed to be leading, step aside. Absent this
happening, one would hope the people who love and care about this person would persuade him to do
this.

But these aren’t the type people who are “leading” our country. Instead, they are the type people who
care only about their position, status and power and have no qualms whatsoever about participating in
a conspiracy to cover up the truth. (An even more sinister possibility is the Powers that Be behind the
curtain actually like the fact they have a puppet this easy to control.)

The conspiracy to ignore Biden’s obvious dementia is almost as large as the conspiracy to conceal the
fact the “vaccines” are dangerous and ineffective. Certainly every reporter who covers the president
and the White House knows his condition. But just like all the “off-limits” Covid truths, it’s taboo to
mention the emperor has no brain.

We’ve all probably known a loved one who had dementia. Knowing this, we all know this condition
never improves. It gets worse, often in rapid fashion. So at some point, one assumes, one “adult in the
room” will take President Biden aside and convince him he has to resign.

When this day happens, the press is going to HAVE to report the real reason our president decided to
belatedly exit political stage left  …. probably after first wandering off toward stage right, which – bad
joke or not – has actually happened several times.

I can’t wait for this day if only to see how the press spins the fact it covered up this story for  years. 
(“Our President is suffering from dementia” is, in fact, a story). When this day arrives, I hope more than
a few Americans ask our truth-seeking journalists one question: Why didn’t you cover this story? 
And then an even more important question: What other important stories have you refused to 
investigate and report?

Truth be told, the Biden-has-dementia unreported story ties into all the other unreported stories. The
real scandal is that America is “served” by a watchdog press corp that seemingly exists to cover-up
real scandals, especially when they involve politicians and leaders on “their team.”

The Biden dementia story also probably gives us one reason the press corps will never expose all the
Covid scandals and lies. If the mainstream press did belatedly report this, they’d be admitting they
covered up or ignored a massively-important story for years. Not going to happen.

Above, I predict that President Biden will resign before the end of his term. But this is probably a naive
assumption. (I also once thought that if and when the “vaccines” were proven to be ineffective at
preventing infection or spread our government couldn’t possibly mandate such an experimental shot).

My new maxim is that what shouldn’t happen … will happen (and vice versa).  So it’s very possible
President Biden will still be president in January 2025. At that point, I can’t imagine the post-traumatic
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stress of White House handlers who got “Bernie” through not one weekend, but 208 weekends.

Every day will include more presidential “gaffes,” gaffes which once might have provided the nation
much-needed comic relief but are now no longer funny.

It actually strikes me as cruel that so many people who ostensibly care about President Biden won’t do
anything to help him. It’s also malfeasance or an abdication of some moral or ethical duty that these
people allow a man who could start a nuclear war to remain in office.

One day someone will write the White House tell-all of all tell-alls and the public will belatedly learn
how severe President Biden’s cognitive condition really was. Until that day, we’ll continue to live in the
surreal world depicted in the Peter Sellers’ cult classic “Being There.”

by Bill Rice, Jr.
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